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Constant Aviation is a one-stop shop for all your aircraft needs.  Our nationwide network 
of facilities including Cleveland, Orlando, Mesa and Las Vegas total over 410,000 sq. ft. and 
are fully staffed and equipped for any scheduled or unscheduled maintenance event.  Our 
team offers industry leading experience, knowledge and world-class service on the Global 
Express airframe.  From scheduled inspections to redesigned interiors, we’ve got you covered. 



Global Express Capabilities

Maintenance • Avionics • Interiors • Paint • Accessories • Structures • Parts • NDT

Interior Capabilities
• Custom design
• Soft goods refurbishment
• Cabinet manufacturing
• Re-veneer - matte/high gloss finish
• Custom thermal and acoustic insulation packages 
• Plating
• Window shades
• Interior detailing

Maintenance Capabilities
• Provide Scheduled/Unscheduled “A” & “C” check inspections 
• Complete avionics service and installation  
• In-house engineering support staff 
• In-house Global Program Manager  
• Comprehensive composite repair shop 
• In-house Level 3 NDT services 
• Dedicated Global scheduled maintenance teams  
• Engine and APU maintenance, repair, and borescope inspections 
• Off wing paint services
• 24/7 AOG Support 844.261.7119

Avionics Capabilities
• In-house custom design and engineering
• Service and installation capabilities
• Honeywell® Ovation Cabin 
      Management System
• Honeywell® HD-710 High-Speed 
    Data System
• Honeywell® AIS-2000 Satellite TV System
• Gogo® Biz STC
• Interior Modification STC
• FANS-1A Upgrade
• Rockwell Collins® Tailwind 500 Satellite
     TV System

• ADS-B upgrades
• Cabin LED lighting upgrade
• Bombardier Batch 3 Service Bulletin
• Bombardier FANS-1/A
• TCAS 7.1
• Gogo® Vision
• Gogo® Talk & Text
• Satcom Direct® – Global VT
• MiniQAR STC available
• Airshow cockpit upgrade
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This Global Express customer sought to reconfigure the cabin to 
provide areas for working, dining, sleeping and entertaining.  The 
customer imagined these spaces be created in an Art Deco theme 
with bold geometric shapes and lavish ornamentation.

Art Deco Design

Before



G
lobal Interiors

This aircraft has five redesigned single seats featuring electric footrests 
and tracking, winged headrests, customized middle cushions and curved 
armrests.  There is also a three-place divan, crew rest, a four-place 
dining club plus two extra seats housed in a custom credenza, and a 
reconfigured theater room at the aft with a divan. 

The veneer throughout the cabin shows intricate marquetry with a 
beautiful inlay incorporating three species of wood.  There are new 
countertops in the lavatory and galley, polished nickel hardware and a 
bright sophisticated carpet design that complements the diamond-quilted 
sidewall material. 

Luxurious Living

Material Mastery
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This Global Express interior was inspired by contemporary New 
York Loft design and textures.  The customer wanted a family 
atmosphere where they could sit and dine together with amenities 
similar to their home environment.

New York Loft
Design

Before



G
lobal Interiors

This aircraft has a four-place dining area with two additional seats 
housed in a custom credenza.  The aft section of the cabin has 
a three-place divan along with a VIP seat that is dedicated to 
entertainment with a theater feel.  There is also a crew rest area 
and redesigned custom seats and ottoman.

All soft goods in the cabin were replaced with high-end materials to 
enhance the NYC Loft inspired theme.  The credenza seating has a 
rare cow hide material that was dyed to resemble a zebra pattern.  
The window panels are an ultra-suede material with a “motion” 
pattern added.  “Funnel” black nickel plating can be found throughout 
the cabin on the seats, drink rails and in the lavatory.

Luxurious Living

Material Mastery
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This Global Express interior was inspired by a boardroom theme.  The 
customer wanted to refresh the look of the interior with a sophisticated 
space that had the feeling of being in a high end boardroom.
 The interior layout was designed with three main areas – business, dining 
and entertaining.  This aircraft has a four-place dining area with two 
additional seats housed in a custom credenza.  The aft section of the cabin 
was turned into a theater room with the addition of a three-place divan, 
VIP seat and a 42” high-definition flat screen monitor.  There is also a crew 
rest area with redesigned custom seats and ottoman.

The Boardroom



New IFEC, CMS and avionics equipment was installed in this Global 
Express.  The IFEC upgrades include a Honeywell AIS 2000 satellite 
TV system and Honeywell Ovation Select CMS.  Some of the CMS 
equipment installed includes touchscreen passenger control units, 
high-definition LCD monitors, a Blu-ray player, 3D moving map and an 
all-digital surround sound speaker system.

G
lobal Interiors

The seats incorporate a two-tone platinum ice cowhide leather design.  
Decorative ostrich leather covers the lower sidewalls, and a highly-
detailed ultrasuede material was added to the window panels.  Custom 
handmade carpet was installed as well as a complimenting gray veneer 
“hardwood floor” in the galley area.

Material Mastery

Added Technology





Bombardier Program Manager

Michael Romans

As Constant Aviation’s Bombardier Program Manager, Michael 
is available to our Global customers for any technical support 
24/7.  He is able to troubleshoot issues even if the customer is 
away from our facilities.  As part of our internal training program, 
Michael holds regularly scheduled courses on the Global product 
line for our technicians.  Whenever a Global product is in one of 
our facilities, he serves as a liaison with Bombardier for any needs 
we may have from the factory.

Michael joined Constant Aviation with over 15 years of 
experience in the aviation industry.  Prior to joining, Michael 
worked with several major corporations including McDonalds 
Corporation, Northrop Grumman, Gulfstream, Chevron and 
Bombardier.  Throughout his tenure with these companies, he 
provided maintenance and avionics oversight, as the manager 
of aircraft fleets.  He also provided safety, service and technical 
support for Bombardier Global aircraft.  Michael holds an 
Airframe and Powerplant Certificate, a B.S. in Advanced Aviation 
Technologies and an A.A.S. in Aviation Maintenance Technologies. 

Michael brings a wide variety of knowledge and expertise to 
Constant Aviation.  Not only has he managed Globals all over the 
world, Michael has been involved in many unique projects on the 
Global airframe.  In 2014, he managed the recovery and part out 
for several Global aircraft.  Michael’s expertise provides another 
layer of on-site knowledge to the varying fleet types we maintain.

Michael Romans
216.544.7821
MRomans@constantaviation.com

Maintenance • Avionics • Interiors • Paint • Accessories • Structures • Parts • NDT



216.261.7119
info@constantaviation.com
www.constantaviation.com


